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Kookaburra and magpie among Australian
birds in decline, says report
State of Australia’s Birds report finds common birds as well as lesser-known species have
suffered surprising drops in numbers
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 The laughing kookaburra, pictured, is in decline in south-eastern Australia, as is the willie wagtail, says the

report. Photograph: Russell Mcphedran/AP
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Threatened Australian wildlife
at grave risk from habitat loss,
study finds

Some of Australia’s best-known birds, including the magpie, the kookaburra and
the willie wagtail, are in decline in parts of the country, a major government-
funded survey has found.

The State of Australia’s Birds report found common birds, as well as lesser-known
species, have suffered surprising drops in their numbers, in what has been
described as a “wake-up call” for bird conservation.

The data, gathered from sightings by birdwatchers, show that the magpie, a
familiar sight to many Australians – and occasional dive bomber of human
craniums – has been in a consistent decline on the east coast since 1999.

The laughing kookaburra is in decline in south-eastern Australia, as is the willie
wagtail.

Meanwhile, birds of prey in Australia’s arid outback – including falcons, owls and
eagles – are in “significant decline”, the report finds, while 22 of the 39 species
found in the Mallee woodland region, which covers much of southern Australia,
are also losing numbers.

The rainbow bee-eater, an agile insect-devouring bird, is on a downward
trajectory on the east coast, while hollow-nesting parrots such as lorikeets are
disappearing from areas around Melbourne, Adelaide and Canberra.

Some species are in decline almost across the board, with the Boobook owl
suffering declines in every region of Australia bar one.

Bird Life Australia, which compiled the data with federal government funding,
said the results were concerning.

“There are birds suffering quite a steep decline, such as the rainbow bee-eater
and the laughing kookaburra,” James O’Connor, head of research at Bird Life
Australia, told Guardian Australia.

“You may see a bird such as a magpie wherever you go, so it may not make a lot of
sense to people to say that it’s declining in some regions. But it’s not always
obvious to a local observer that we are losing these birds in some places.”

O’Connor said further work would need to be done to identify the causes of these
declines.

“The next step is to fund out the drivers, which are likely to be habitat clearance,
the intensification of agriculture, changed fire regimes and possibly climate
change contributing to more extreme weather conditions. For carnivorous birds
in arid regions, it may be environmental toxins.

“We want this report to motivate people to get out there and do this bird
monitoring activity.

“It’s great the federal government has funded this report. We’d certainly like to
see more protection of critical habitat for threatened birds.”

Greg Hunt, the environment minister, said the government had devised a list of
bird species for “priority action” to improve their fortunes within five years.

The first 10 birds identified by Hunt are the helmeted honeyeater, hooded plover,
eastern bristlebird, regent honeyeater, mallee emu-wren, plains-wanderer, night
parrot, Alligator Rivers yellow chat, Norfolk Island’s green parrot and the
Boobook owl.

Two other birds – the orange-bellied parrot and western ground parrot – will
receive “emergency interventions”. The government has committed $525,000 to
helping the orange-bellied parrot deal with a beak and feather disease.

“I want to bring these birds back far enough from the brink to survive in the wild
long-term,” Hunt said. “I want future generations to enjoy the colour, movement
and song they bring to our lives.”

Hunt will unveil Australia’s first national
threatened species strategy at a summit with
conservationists and state government ministers
at Melbourne Zoo on Thursday.

Last week, an analysis released by environmental groups found that just 12 of
Australia’s 120 most endangered animals, including birds, are covered by
government recovery plans that place limits on the future loss of their habitat.

This is despite the fact that habitat loss due to developments such as housing and
mining is considered to be the primary threat to nearly 70% of Australia’s most at-
risk species.

The State of Australia’s Birds report is amassed from thousands of surveys taken
by birdwatchers across Australia. Since 1998, more than 900,000 surveys have
been taken.
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 The magpie has been in a consistent decline on the east coast since 1999. Photograph: Alan

Porritt/AAP
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